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The formula for Goldilocks: charging for things that are too big, not big enough, and
too small. - ajbatac ====== marquis I think this is the optimum for a lot of people.

My cofounder and I are currently pre-selling our product, and we find that we are
selling most to people who are either too large or too small. There are just not

enough people who are at a premium to the price. And I think that the value of what
you sell is not sold as it should be, as a service, with the benefit being that it makes
people think twice about parting with money. ~~~ ajbatac Thanks Marquis. Could

you elaborate on that point? ------ ajbatac Don't forget to add, "A bit like Goldilocks"
Jay-Z ‘Connected’: A Lesson in the Personal Evolution of Hip Hop’s Creative King Jay-
Z has long been known as the man with a plan. His latest album, ‘4:44,’ is actually a

lesson in ‘how to do it.’ In 2014, P Diddy was said to be in a debate with fellow
mogul JAY-Z over the meaning of “the evolution” in rap music. According to Diddy,
artists should strive to keep a “human element” in the genre, which to him meant
avoiding major shifts in style in pursuit of progress. Jay-Z, meanwhile, opted for a

more traditional approach, telling Vibe in 2014, “When I look at music, I want to look
at how good it is. The past is gone, the future is not here. You can’t go back. You

can’t move forward… I call it evolution because it has to evolve to become
something else.” At the time of the interview, Diddy’s success had mostly been

eclipsed by Jay
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